Abstract. The Baer sum operation can be described in such a way that it becomes a functorial product on categories of exact sequences of a fixed length. This product is proven to be coherently associative and commutative. The Grothendieck groups and Whitehead groups of some of these categories are computed.
1. Introduction. In the definitions of the Grothendieck and Whitehead groups of an abstract category, with respect to some fixed product on the category, it was necessary to assume that this product be a functor which is coherently associative and commutative [1] , [5] . However, these products are generally taken to be tensor products or coproducts. We shall describe a functorialization of Reinhold Baer's classical sum operation on two extensions of the same groups, as another product which is useful to algebraic /¿-theory. This Baer sum functor will be called the Baer functor and will be denoted by B.
B is defined and its properties are carefully described in § §2 and 3. Computations are done in § §4 and 5 which give us the following results. Let S denote the category whose objects are the short exact sequences of objects in an abelian category E:0^K^L-*M->0 The Grothendieck group, K0(S, B), is shown to be isomorphic to Ext1 (M, K). The Whitehead group, Kx(<$, B), is computed to be isomorphic to the group Horn (Af, K). The Grothendieck group of a category of fractions of a category of exact sequences of length « is proven to be Ext" (A/, K).
It is interesting to see just how much of homological algebra can be obtained from algebraic ÄT-theory. These computations would lead one to make conjectures about the K-¡ groups, j= 1, 2, 3,..., provided that these could be defined for an abstract category. Gersten has already suggested a cohomology theory for rings which extends the Bass Kx and K0.
2. Categories of short exact sequences. Let u: Z-> Y and v:W->Y be a coterminal pair of morphisms in a category with finite coproducts. The universal property of coproducts then guarantees a unique morphism <w, v} : X © W -> Y. Dually, in a category with finite products, we shall denote the unique morphism given by x: X'-> U and y: X^-Kby {x, y): I-> Ux V.
Let ^ denote a fixed selective abelian category [4, p. 256] . This means that ^ has functions which (i) assign a unique representative for each subobject, (ii) assign a unique representative for each quotient object, (iii) assign to each pair of objects a unique direct sum diagram :
Given a morphism {f g}: K^ M © M', one may denote the selected cokernel by </>, -q}:M@M'^P.
This means that there is a commutative diagram:
iP,p, q), or simply P, is called the selected pushout off and g. Dually, one obtains selected pullbacks.
We shall use the following universal property of pushouts (dually pullbacks) very often: if one has a pushout square pf=qg, and if tf=sg, A©(B©(C@D)) 1@a@ > A@((B@C)@D) A similar expression holds for m. It is not hard to prove that kc® = k and c®m = m. Given a specific Kn there is an obvious iteration of k's summed directly with identity maps which produce a morphism k* : Kn -> K which is the identity on each component of K. Dually there is a morphism m*: Af-> Mt.
A morphism A: Kn -> Kn' is said to be allowable if k*h = k*, where k* denotes the appropriate morphism in each instance. Allowable morphisms j: Ml -*• M1' are those morphisms which satisfy jm* = m*.
Let [4, p. 66] has noted that (u, v, w): E' -> E" can be factored into (u, v', 1): E' -*■ E"w and (1, v", w) : E"w ->■ E" where the former is a pushout along u of the form of (2.4), and the latter a pullback along w of the form (2.5). (Neither need be the ¿elected pushout or pullback; they may each differ by a congruence of the form (I, y, 1).)
Let F denote the category whose objects are all s.e.s.'s of the form of E for a fixed K, a fixed M, for all positive integers «, if el» and for all possible bracketings of Kn and MK The morphisms are all the morphisms of s.e.s.'s (u, v, w) where u: Kn -»■ Kn' and w: Ml -> Mv are both allowable isomorphisms.
Let S denote the subcategory of F for which n = t=l and the morphisms are all of the form (I, y, 1). By the 5-lemma y must be an isomorphism in each instance.
It is clear that the functor © can be extended to act on !F term-by-term, and that ©: !F x 3F -> ¡F has a® and c® jointly coherent.
Let (u, v, w) : E -»-E' be a morphism in 3P. We shall show that this induces a unique morphism k*E -*• k*E'. To see this let us examine the diagram (2.6). Since u is allowable, k*u=k*: Kn -*■ K. Therefore, since q'vg=q'g'u=p'k*u=p'k* give two morphisms Kn ->L->P' = Kn -> K-+ P', there is a unique morphism s:P^P' such that sp=p' and sq=q'v.
Kn (2.6) a:
Moreover, since k* is an epimorphism, it follows from the 5-lemma that q is also an epimorphism. But wrq = wh = h'v = r'q'v = r'sq, so wr = r's, and thus all of (2.6) is commutative. Let V : !F -> !F be the covariant functor defined by V(£) = k*E and V (m, v, w) - (I, s, w) . This is well defined. It is easily checked that V(l, 1, 1) = (1, 1, 1) and 3.2. B is associative. In the following, we shall refer to the arbitrary but fixed s.e.s.'s of €:
The composite functor B(lgxB):SxSx£->£ can be written as follows (ignoring /):
The final form of this expression is expressed diagrammatically by the upper zigzag path of (3.1). The lower zigzag does the same analysis for Ä(fix 1). Each morphism on these paths denotes selected pullbacks or pushouts given by the unit r, and counit e. The morphism V(l © e) could be called ?j(l © e). 
The commutativity of the upper and lower diamond-shaped figures corresponds precisely to the commutativity of diagram (2.6) or to the existence of the unit r¡. The morphisms V(l © e) and V(e © 1) correspond to the morphisms which are uniquely determined in (2.6), or the action of the functor V. These are both pullbacks, but not necessarily the selected ones.
V(£i © V(£2 © £3)) is a pushout of Ex ® (£2 © £") along k(\ © k) (which is our k* here). By the argument of (2.6) this induces a unique morphism a* = (1, s, a®) 
It is easy to verify that s and a* are isomorphisms. Dually, AV(AV(£i © £2) © £3) is a pullback of V(V(£i © £2) © £3) along m(m © l) = «i*, so there is a unique morphism aB=(l, y, 1): B(l x B)(EX, E2, E3) -> B(Bx \)(EX, E2, E3). In fact aB is an isomorphism, with inverse (1, y~l, 1) .
It is well known that the category of morphisms of ^ and the category whose objects are the commutative squares in ^ are both abelian since ^ is abelian [8] . Therefore these categories have pushouts and pullbacks too. The construction of a* and aB is equivalent to taking a pushout and a pullback in the category of morphisms of c€. If dj\ E¡ -> E'¡ are morphisms in S, 1 ^/'5 3, then there will be a diagram (3.1)' analogous to (3.1) and morphisms (3.1) -> (3.1)' making everything commute. The commutativity at the a# and aB level is equivalent to the existence of pushouts and pullbacks in the category of commutative squares.
It follows from all this that a*(Ex, E2, £3) : 5(1 x B)(EX, E2, E3) -> B(B x l)(Ex, E2, E3) I. S. PRESSMAN
[December can be thought of as a natural transformation of functors aB:BilxB)^BiBxl).
Since aBiEx, E2, E3) is an isomorphism in each instance, aB is a natural isomorphism. This is the associativity isomorphism for B.
In the same vein, a* is the associativity isomorphism for the functor V © : !F x !F 3.3. B is coherently associative. Suppose that the pentagon (2.1) is constructed in J*" with Eu E2, E3, E± replacing A, B, C, and D. To show that aB is coherent, it is necessary to construct a commutative pentagon with B replacing ©. We shall write the necessary diagram below with the following changes of notation: we shall write E¡ as j, E¡© Ek as jk, S7iE¡ © Ek) as jX/k, 5(£" Ek) as jBk, and 1 : E¡ -»■ E¡ as e¡. Notice that all vertical morphisms are isomorphisms.
1(2(34))
1V(2V(3V4))-ex © a© (2, 3, 4) V(e!©a#(2,3,4)) 1( (23) V4«i-a©(12, 3, 4) a#(lV2, 3, 4) (12)(34).
->(1V2)V (3V4) fle (l, 2, 34) a#(l,2,3V4)
The top left-hand córner square commutes because of the commutativity of the diagram :
1 (2(34)) 1(2V(3V4)) 1V(2V(3V4)) ex ® a© (2, 3, 4) ex © a# (2, 3, 4) V(ei©a# (2,3,4)) K (23) Since each morphism c® is an isomorphism, so is cB(Ex, E2). Therefore cB: B^-Bt is a natural isomorphism. Since c®c®= 1 in &, CBCB = A V(c®, c®, c®)AV(c®, c®, c®) = AV(c©c®, c®c®, c®c®) = 1.
Therefore cB is a commutativity isomorphism.
It is worthwhile looking at cB in the following manner:
Since V(£i © £2) is the selected pushout of Ex © £2 along k, there is a unique morphism c*(Ex, E2) such that c*r¡=r¡c®. Since r¡ is a unit, c# = V(c®(£i, £2)) = V(c®, c®, c®). Dually there is a unique cB making the second square commute, and cB= A(c#). 3.5. B is coherently commutative and associative. It suffices to produce a commutative diagram analogous to (2.3) . Let us select Ex, E2, and £3 and use the notation of §3.3. There is a natural choice of a large diagram which represents the diagram (2.3) for a® and c® in its first column, and the corresponding situation for aB and cB in the third column. All vertical morphisms are isomorphisms. The diagram is commutative by the usual argument.
1 (23) «® (1, 2, 3) (12)3-
(153)52 A aB (l,3,2) 15 (352) A exBcB (2, 3) IBÍ2B3)
The isomorphism Ex © (£2 © £3) -> (£3 © Ex) © E2 induces a unique isomorphism ExBiE2BE3) -> iE3BEx)BE2. The two candidates in the last column must therefore coincide so aB and cB are jointly coherent.
Remarks. 1. Let us fix as our ground object the split s.e.s. S S:0^0 .
"ja^e^m,,.
Mac Lane [5] discusses left identity isomorphisms which would require isomorphisms e: BiS, £■)->£ for each E. It is not clear that this would be coherent, but fortunately we do not require these identity morphisms here.
2. This proof contains the fact that the functor #=V©:^xJsr->Jr has jointly coherent commutativity and associativity isomorphisms c# and a#.
3. If &l is the category whose objects are the exact sequences 0 -* Kn -> Vx-and whose morphisms (u, vx,..., vt, w) have u and w allowable, and if St is the subcategory with « = /=l and morphisms (1, vx,..., vt, 1) , then the whole procedure works just as well for these categories too. That is, St has a Baer functor Bt: St x Si -*■ Si which is a coherently associative and commutative product. S and B above could be renamed Sx and Bx. This can be all summarized as follows: Theorem 1. Bt is a coherently associative and commutative product on the category 4, »=1,2.
4. Grothendieck group computations. Since B is coherently associative and commutative we are now able to proceed to compute the Grothendieck group K0(S, B) of S according to the method of Bass [1] .
Since every pair of s.e.s.'s of S either possess an isomorphism between them or have no morphism at all from one to the other, one can easily form equivalence classes of isomorphic objects. It is well known [4] , [10] that under Baer sum these classes form the abelian group Ext1 (M, K). Thus we have proven Theorem 2. K0(S, Ä)sExt1 (M, K).
Furthermore, K0(F, AV©) is also equal to Ext1 (M, K). To see this, one need only note that the zero class is represented by the split s.e.s. S. If one applies the appropriate functor one finds that for an arbitrary s.e.s. £, the isomorphism classes
in S so the computation is the same as above. Let 2 denote the family of all morphisms of Sh and let <?¡(£) denote the category of fractions [2] . The latter category is a groupoid, so every morphism is invertible. Moreover, Bt can be uniquely extended to be a functor on <^ (2) . ( (£, a) will be called isomorphic to (£", a') if there is a morphism (1,/, 1): £->-E' (see §1) such that the diagram involving two copies of E and £" commutes. This gives the three equalities : fil+gah) = il+g'a'h')f; fg = g'; and h'f = h.
The first equality gives f+fgah=f+g'a'h'f, and hence fgah=g'a'h'f or g'ah =g'a'h. But since A is an epimorphism and g' is a monomorphism we must have a=a. Thus we have proven half of the following result: Lemma 1. (£, a)^(£", a) if and only if E^E' and a=a'.
Certainly if we are given an isomorphism from E to £", and are told that a=a , then this will induce an isomorphism between (£, a) and (£", a).
Take two s.e.s.'s Ex and E2 as in (3.2) , and let ax and a2 be morphisms from M to K. Since 5 is a functor, let us compute BHEx, ax), iE2, a2)) = AVPi, ax) © (Ea, a2)).
It is a straightforward computation to prove that V((£i, «0 © (£2, «2)) = (V(£i © £2), <«i, «2» where <al5 a2>: M© M->■ Kis the morphism with components ax and a2. It can be verified that after applying A, the induced automorphism is given as follows: Lemma 2. 5((£1, ctj) , (£2, a2)) = (5(£1; £2), c^ + o^).
A short exact sequence £ is said to split if there are morphisms s: M -s-L and t:L->Ksuch that hs=l, tg=l, and sA+gi = 
